Efficient stochastic simulation of biochemical reactions with noise and delays.
The stochastic simulation algorithm has been used to generate exact trajectories of biochemical reaction networks. For each simulation step, the simulation selects a reaction and its firing time according to a probability that is proportional to the reaction propensity. We investigate in this paper new efficient formulations of the stochastic simulation algorithm to improve its computational efficiency. We examine the selection of the next reaction firing and reduce its computational cost by reusing the computation in the previous step. For biochemical reactions with delays, we present a new method for computing the firing time of the next reaction. The principle for computing the firing time of our approach is based on recycling of random numbers. Our new approach for generating the firing time of the next reaction is not only computationally efficient but also easy to implement. We further analyze and reduce the number of propensity updates when a delayed reaction occurred. We demonstrate the applicability of our improvements by experimenting with concrete biological models.